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Written to support courses that focus on short-term financial management, working capital, and treasury management, the newly
revised fifth edition of Short-Term Financial Management provides a comprehensive overview of vital topics within the discipline of
corporate finance. The opening chapter provides a review of time value of money applied to short-term cash flows, as well as the
basics of financial statement analysis, highlighting the calculation of operating cash flow. This edition emphasizes benchmarking
the cash conversion cycle and the cycle's connection to firm value. It features a revised discussion of bank relationship
management and expansion of content on account analysis statements. There is new material on float neutrality and the
application of statistical tools through the use of Excel. The chapters on short-term investing and borrowing are revised to
emphasize the calculation and interpretation of yields and borrowing costs. Throughout, "Focus on Practice" sections introduce
students to real-world articles and case studies. New "Test Your Understanding" boxes reinforce critical topics from select
chapters, and enhanced end-of-chapter problems encourage critical thinking. Introducing many of the topics covered by the
Certified Treasury Professional (CTP) certification, Short-Term Financial Management is suitable for courses in intermediate
financial management and advanced corporate finance.
Addressing all performance criteria for FNSACC501 ' Provide financial and business performance information - the text supports
FNS50215 Diploma of Accounting, and FNS60215 Advanced Diploma of Accounting qualifications. The text provides students with
an introduction to the complexities of corporate financial management using a clear and practical approach, gradually developing
financial management skills and knowledge, and understanding of how to apply them in the real world. Self-testing checkpoints
throughout chapters provide opportunities for students to assess their understanding, and further practice is offered with a large
number of problems at the end of each chapter. Students thrive with the clear, concise writing style and logical learning path,
helping them to master the rigours of this often complex unit.
Prepared by Susan White, University of Maryland Available to instructors and students alike, this comprehensive solutions manual
provides step-by-step analysis of how to perform chapter exercises
This comprehensive and concise book critically examines the essential principles, practices and approaches to financial accounting, cost and
management accounting, and financial management. This book is intended for the postgraduate students of management and commerce.
Besides, it is equally useful for the students of engineering and technology. The objective of this book is to assist the students and readers in
developing an understanding of the theories of various branches of accounting and financial management, and to integrate the knowledge
with practice in evaluating the strategic management decisions. The book contains thirty-three chapters divided into three parts. Part A
comprising ten chapters discusses the key principles and practices of financial accounting. Part B containing eight chapters explains various
methods and techniques of cost and management accounting. Part C comprising fifteen chapters provides an insight into the numerous
dimensions of financial management policies and practices. Key Features • A systematic presentation of the subject matter, supported with
substantial number of Examples, Diagrams and Tables for easy understanding. • The topics of ‘Accounting for Fixed Assets’ (Chapter 4),
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‘Depreciation Accounting’ (Chapter 5), ‘Revenue Recognition’ (Chapter 6), ‘Accounting for Inventories’ (Chapter 8) and ‘Cash Flow
Statement’ (Chapter 20) have been written thoroughly in accordance with the Accounting Standards (AS) issued by the ICAI. • Review
questions covering examination problems and their answers are given at the end of each chapter. The detailed answers are available in the
Instructors’ Manual. • An exhaustive glossary of terms have been provided to explain the core concepts. • Solutions Manual is also
available.
Covering all the accounting issues and reporting standards (IAS, IFRS) that an accounting student needs to know, this text provides a fresh,
decision-usefulness approach that will enhance students' interpretative skills and take their understanding to the next level.
Provides a comprehensive introduction to corporate finance. This is a reprint

Financial Management and Policy, Fifth Edition. Solutions ManualEnglewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-HallSolution ManualFinancial
Management for Decision MakingIntroduction to Financial Management Solutions ManualSolutions Manual Prepared by Kenneth
WilesFundamentals of Financial ManagementFinancial management and policySolutions Manual to Financial Management and
PolicyFinancial ManagementTata McGraw-Hill Education
Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe is a popular textbook that emphasizes the modern fundamentals of the theory
of finance, while providing contemporary examples to make the theory come to life. The authors aim to present corporate finance
as the working of a small number of integrated and powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop
the central concepts of modern finance: arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off
between risk and return, and use them to explain corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The well-respected
author team is known for their clear, accessible presentation of material that makes this text an excellent teaching tool. Brad
Jordan, known for his successful work on the RWJ Fundamentals and Essentials books, contributed to this edition. His influence
will be seen particularly in the writing style with smoother coverage of topics, and the increased quality in the problem material.
This text book discusses comprehensively, all aspects of financial management under the major themes of valuation, financial
analysis and planning, capital budgeting, financing capital budgeting, long-term financing, working capital management, dividend
decisions, corporate restructuring, risk management, and international finance. With numerous examples, illustrations, cases, and
exercises, along with Excel application, it focuses on equipping the readers with theories, concepts, tools and techniques that can
be used for effective decision making in this area. Developed primarily for the students of business management, it will be equally
useful for the students of other disciplines having a course on financial management. The book offers: • Complete chapters on
Financial Management for Government Companies and Financial Analysis and Modeling Using Spreadsheets (on CD) • More
than 200 solved and 300 unsolved problems • Excel application – with focus on developing Excel templates for problem solving •
Rich in-text features for better classroom discussion and immersive learning experience – ‘Pause and Think’, Project Work,
chapter-end exercises and cases • CD with supplementary resources – two additional chapters, solutions manual, excel
templates, question bank (objective questions with answers), tables to record one’s level of understanding • Online Learning
Centre (OLC) with further supplementary material
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Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Financial Management: Theory and Practice celebrates the 23rd Anniversary of its publication. Over these two decades, Indian business and
finance have considerably changed owing to deregulation, liberalisation, privatisation, globalisation, and the ascendance of the services
sector. The book has kept pace with these changes and captures the central themes and concerns of corporate financial managementmaking it both contemporary and comprehensive.The book seeks to:*Build understanding of the central ideas and theories of modern
finance*Develop familiarity with the analytical techniques helpful in financial decision making *Furnish institutional material relevant for
understanding the environment in which financial decisions are taken *Discuss the practice of financial management.
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